
Century Band Boosters
Board meeting
June 7, 2021

● Marching Band
(Pauline) The uniform fitting is going well and Trish has been amazing helping out and
learning the ropes. We have another time open this Tuesday for students to get
uniforms or try on their old ones. I will make sure to get any others that did not sign up at
the beginning of practice this Tuesday or next Tuesday at the last practice.  Anyone that
does not have marching shoes can just wear dark tennis shoes.

● The students will get themselves to Hare Field.  Warm up ~12:30-2.  We will take
the field ~3:00.  After school jazz band and winter winds will play and marching
band show.  ~45 minutes.

○ Spring Show
■ What is needed to get the instruments and kids to Harefield? No busses

or trucks available.
■ Generator? Gas?  Yes, we should take both.
■ Medical bags need to be re-done?  We can take one bag with us to the

field and refresh them in the fall.
■ Are we taking the little trailer? What about all of the stuff in the trailer

now?  We will empty the trailer for the fireworks stand.  Adreann may
have access to a truck and trailer to help us move the front ensemble
stuff.

● Fundraising
○ Can drive (6/12)

■ We have approval to send students out into the neighborhood.
■ Drum line will be there to clean out.

○ Fireworks stand (6/28-7/4). Kate Whitney will stay overnight in the trailer.  We
need to find a family willing to be in charge of the stand to help Barb out.  There
are boxes of things for the fireworks stand in the train.  The stand will be open
10-8.  Students will get points for next year.

○ Papa Murphy’s on Friday (6/11).  An email will be sent out.
○ Washington Co Fair reached out.  They pay ~$13/hour to organizations for

volunteers. Ages 16+.  It may be too hard to pull it together for this year on such
short notice but we should keep it in mind for the future.  10 nights, so big
commitment.

● Treasurers
○ Budget for next year needs to be done.  Mr Dunlop will look at the numbers and

make a quick temporary budget.  Then we can plan to defer approval of the full



budget until September.  Mr Dunlop needs numbers from the school of who is
signed up for band for next year to make an accurate assessment.

○ We got $640 from HOPS and ~$800 from GoFundMe.
○ Information about seniors who owe money was sent to the bookkeeper.

● Volunteers
○ Water balloon fight next Tuesday 7:30.  Bring in grocery bags of 10.  ~108 kids

and parents.
○ We need parent volunteers for the day of the performance (5).
○ Awards night on 21st.  We need volunteers to help drop off awards envelopes to

students who are unable to pick them up.  They will be at the fireworks stand for
pickup.

● Apparel
○ Uniforms will go home with students after the water balloon fight.

○ (Pauline)-The order closed Friday for shirts and hats on the website. I have
submitted all the information to the treasurers for billing (please let me know if I
forgot something) A big thank you to Jeff for walking me through the WIX system!
**We will need to take into account the square fees the next time we do a shirt
order. We usually only charge just about what we pay the printer to have them
made so we don’t make any profit on shirt orders that the square charge can
come out of as overhead costs.  So we will need to charge a little more to cover
those fees and also add in a pay by check option so that people can avoid the
charges if they want to. **

○ There were only 25 total items ordered. Pauline has 11 hats from our previous
order that will fill this order but then she would not have any extra to loan to the
HOPS coordinators. Would the board prefer we keep the 11 and order 11 more to
be made or just fill the orders with what we have? Also we only have one medium
and one large shirt from my previous order. Should we be keeping any on hand in
case someone needs one or should we just order exactly what we need? Since
these are our standard shirt and they don’t change it may not be bad to have a
few on hand just in case. Pauline will send in the order on Tuesday morning and
will need to send out some emails to arrange for pickup of the items.

○ We should order extras so that we have them if people need them. (Enough to
have ~25 extra).  Pauline will decide on sizes based on past shirt orders.  That
way people can get them quickly if they need them for things like HOPS shifts.

○ Patches (pauline)-The Ignite patches have been ordered and should hopefully be
in by the 16th so we can get them distributed to the students.  They will go into
the packets for students with their letters and awards.



● We need to schedule an incoming freshmen parent info night.  We will find a day that
works and send out an email.


